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Editorial 
Welcome to this very different issue of Keer 
to Kent. Different in content - devoted to 
broadly comparing 1986 with 2011 (and 
touching on the years between) in regard 
to the Landscape Trust, Keer to Kent and 
our AONB. Different in presentation 
- more colourful, less uniform, regular 
features missing. 

Regular features will return next issue, 
but any fature changes in presentation 
will depend upon you. I have taken the 
opportunity to show some alternatives to 
what has gone before. Some you might 
like, some dislike but, unless you tell me, I 
cannot know which. So, please send your 
comments by email or letter, and state if 
you do not want them to be published. 

I cannot promise that what you like 
will continue, or what you dislike will 

How it was, how it is 
I was fortunate recently to be able to 
ask some questions of our first editor, 
Elizabeth (Liz) Davis (now Alexander). 
My first was why the newly formed 
Landscape Trust decided to produce a 
publication. In 1986, without current 
desktop publishing technology, surely a 
daunting undertaking? 

Liz said "it was thought necessary to 
have a purpose from Day 1. A newsletter 
was the easiest and quickest option and 
linked the Countryside Management 
Service with the Landscape Trust. I was 
working as the Assistant Countryside 
Officer and it was a way of using the 
few staff and volunteers to the best of our 
ability." 

Why Keer to Kent? "Lots of names 
were bandied around. Keer to Kent had 
a reasonable ring to it, and these rivers 
bounded the geographical area south to 
north. Birds, trees and flowers were all 
deemed possible names, but wouldn't 
encapsulate Landscape. " 

Why no price on rhe early copies? '1t 
wasn't thought good enough to sell, so it 
was given away, membership came later." 

Liz went on to say rhar she largely did 
rhe leg work to ger the articles and was 
persuaded to edit rhe first few issues, 
with help from a committee of three. 

Keer to Kent ISSN 1362-1424 

never appear again, because opinions will 
differ. But, I will p romise to continue 
to produce a Keer to Kent that takes the 
wishes of its readers into account. 

I trust that this issue will be an 
interesting reminder of some ways in 
which the Landscape Trust, Keer to 
Kent and our AONB have both changed 
and remained the same for a quarter 
of a century. In producing it I have 
been heavily dependent upon articles, 
photographs, and information supplied 
by many people, whom I sincerely thank. 
If you can redress any omissions by 
contributing an article or information for 
a fature issue, please contact me. 

S~e,i,,u;t /\1()./'1 
mavamhor.k2k@riscali.co. uk 

Thus starred, Keer to Kent has 
continued to appear three rimes a year. 
In issue 61 Terry Keefe, then editor, 
comprehensively covered its history. 
Since my brief to the contributors 
of this anniversary iss ue was for a 
comparison between 1986 and 2011, 
with a few 'snapshots' along the way -
bur nor a history - I will deal solely with 
i rs appearance. 

On rhe back page yo u can see how 
the front cover has evolved. A major 
change has been an increase in rhe 
number of pages. Scarring with 12, this 
increased to 16 and subsequently to 
rhe current 20. To celebrate the AONB 
30th anniversary, issue 48 had 24 pages. 

Full colour first appeared on 4 pages 
in the same issue, increasing to 8 in 
issue 54. I was very pleased to increase 
this to 12 in issue 7 4, the number of 
colour pages which will continue. You 
are now looking at an issue with 16 
colour pages, bur i r is a 'one off special'. 

Although colour is an enhancement 
of our reading experience, that is all ir 
is . Good quality copy is what matters. 
In this I hope readers will agree that 
Keer to Kent can claim to have been 
consistent for a quarter of a century. 
s l,t.,e,U,o., 
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Landscape Trust: what has changed in 2S years? 
b C I• p t • k LT Chairman 2007-2011. Trustee member of Management Committee, 

Y O In a rlC family involvement since 1986 formation 

The first change, arguably the most 
significant and least noticed by 
members, was soon after our formation. 
The Trust was set up as a limited 
company following the init iati ve 
of Jeff Redgrave , first Countryside 
Management Officer (appointed 1984), 
and first chairman, Bill Johnston, to 
manage all aspects of the Countryside 
Management Service (CMS). However, 
the expense and complications of a 
registered company, together with 
"problems . .. over the relationship 
b etween the profession a l and lay 
executives", made this role untenable. 
In December 1987, the Trust and CMS 
parted, the Trust to be re-established 
on a simpler basis, but with the same 
aims and objectives. These remain, with 
occasional "rweaks" to the Constitution 
to streamline the operation. The status 
change permitted registration as a 
chariry in 1990. 

Although the aims have been 
constant, our "focus" has altered. We set 
out to raise money to support the CMS, 
but found this to be over-optimistic. 
Nevertheless, our primary role was to 
provide finances for the CMS, with 
our contributions matched by an equal 
government contribution. In a 2002 re
organisation the CMS became a more 
self-sufficient AON B Unit. The Trust 
still contributes to AO N B running 
costs but on a project-by-project basis. 
Current government cuts h ave led 
to AONB funding fear s, with the 
possibiliry that more help will again be 
sought from us. 

There have been changes in location, 
from an office in a private house to 
moving in with the CMS (March 
1988) at Arnside Station, where our 
administration remains based. Until 
about 2006 meetings were held in 
va riou s locations and belongings 
we re scattered . This situation was 
unsustainable - basement owners were 
ge tting restive and the AONB Unit 
running out of space. We sought a new 
base, eventually identifying as suitable 
the old chapel at Arnside Cemetery, in 
which Arnside Parish Council already 
had their office. We commissioned a set 
of cupboards, arranged a lease with the 
Parish Council, and moved in 2008. 

Our "official identiry" has also altered. 
We have had rwo logos. The first, a 
simple roundel contain ing a sketch of 
Arnside Tower with trees and a wall , and 

"Arnside / Silverdale AONB Landscape 
Trust" in the border, lasted for 7 issues 
of Keer to Kent 1987-89. Keer to Kent 
then had no logo until 1993, issue 20, 
when a logo for the AONB area as a 
whole, an oval containing a bittern , 
appeared on the back. Our own re
designed logo appeared on the front 
in the next issue - a roundel showing 
a map of the AONB with "Arnside 
and Silverdale Landscape Trust" in the 
border - and this continues. The AONB 
logo has been re-designed, see back. 

Trowbarrow - Tony Riden 

Coldwell Parrock - Ann Kitchen 

Teddy Heights - Ann Kitchen 

After the change from limited 
company to trust, our biggest change 
has been the purchase of three reserves. 
Trowbarrow Quarry, purchased 1997 
with national appeal raised money, was 
donated to Lancaster City Council 
and came under the management of 
the CMS. In 2000, we bought our 
second reserve, Coldwell Parrock, and 
our third, Teddy Heights, in 2004. We 
attempted to buy land on Holme Moss 
in 2006-7, but were outbid. 

M ain activities have been vari ed : 
lectures; seminars; walks; visits; BBQs; 

coffee mornings; garden parties; barn 
dances; cross bay walks; LT Open Days 
at the cemetery chapel; photographic 
competitions; Jacob's Join events and 
Woodland Fun days. Lectures , walks, 
coffee mornings and cross bay walks 
have been recurrent events but others 
show an evolutionary pattern. More 
labour-intensive, and more money
earning events such as BBQs, garden 
parties and barn dances were dropped 
when funding for the AONB improved 
in 2002. Event frequency also changed 
then, from an average 12 per year to 9. 

Some innovations haven't worked; 
principally the educational bursaries 
started in 2006-07. Two were taken up 
immediately, one awarded since, but no 
applications recently. We still hope for 
suitable projects. In contrast, our grants 
programme to local organisations has 
continued, but the maximum grant has 
been reduced from £1000 to £500 to 

reflect our financial situation. 

In 2009, a major innovation was our 
objecting to a Planning Application 
to extend Hollins Farm caravan site at 
Far Arnside . Members, circulated with 
details, were asked to object. Over 200 
letters doing so were sent to the Local 
Authority. The Planning Committee 
rejected the application, noting the 
degree of objection, but on Appeal this 
was granted albeit with strict conditions. 
The Inspector noted that there had been 
orchestrated opposition. 

In contrast to these changes some 
aspects of Trust affairs have not altered. 
The question "How can we maintain 
our distinctiveness from the CMS 
(AONB Unit ) ?", first aired in the 
December 1988 issue of Keer to Kent, 
has been repeated regularly in various 
contexts since. The difference, easy to 

state, is apparently difficult or impossible 
to convey to members and others. The 
problem is that both organisations 
are part of a whole, concerned with 
conserving the AONB, and mutually 
supportive. They are also both based 
in the same building. In simple terms 
the AONB Unit aims "to develop and 
support the implementation of the 
AON B Management Plan". The Trust 
provides support, sometimes financial 
but more generally by informing 
members and the wider public about 
the importance of the Area via talks and 
walks and encouraging broader support 
for the overall AONB aims. 
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A Lasting Legacy 
by Lucy Barron AONB Manager 

Arnside & Silverdale Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty is an 
extraordinary place. le is a place chat 
people love, full of natural spectacles, 
incredible views and a surprise around 
every corner - a place chat many people 
return co again and again. 

Of course, what we see today is the 
outcome of the interaction between 
natural processes and human influences 
over thousands of years. The lase 25 
is merely a blip in the area's history, 
but nevertheless an important one, 
in chat a large number of people and 
organisations have come together co 
positively influence ics future. 

The area was designated an Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty in 1972, 
and a Countryside Management Service 
sec up in 1984. Jeff Redgrave, first 
AONB Manager, was followed by Ian 
Henderson in 1988 and me in 2008. 
Our four person team works from che 
AONB office at Arnside station. 

AONB Parishes 

Arnside - Tony Riden 

milne 

www.milnemoser.co.uk 

The natural choice for 
outstanding legal advice 
and property services. 

100 Highgate, Kendal 
T: 01539 729786 (solicitors) 
T: 01539 725582 (estate agents) 

A key role of che team is co
ordination, bringing together the many 
individuals, organisations and groups, 
who have an involvement with the area, 
co speak with one voice. Today's AONB 
Parrnership has representatives from 
our local authorities, national agencies, 
landowners, voluntary organisations 
and local communities. The Partnership 
develops and guides delivery of a joint 
AONB Management Plan setting out 
a shared 50 year vision for the area, 
a framework for management and 
priorities for action. The AONB team 
is funded by Defra, our four Local 
Authorities and our six Parish Councils. 

The Limestone Heritage Project, 2001 
- 2006, funded by che Heritage Lottery 
Fund, is a particularly good example 
of the AONB team's work. Numerous 
volunteers, local contractors, landowners 
and other organisations were involved 
in che complex project of rebuilding or 
resroring 9500m of drystone walls, 10 

Beetham - Keith Palmer 

milnemoser 
OLICITORS & ESTATE AGENTS 

www.milnemoser.co. uk 

The natural choice for 
outstanding legal advice 
and property services. 

7 Main Street, Milnthorpe 
T: 015395 62263 (solicitors) 
T: 015395 64600 (estate agents) 
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historic wells and ponds, 12 prominent 
lime kilns , and improving access for 
disabled people, thus creating a lasting 
legacy in the landscape. 

Over che years a massive volunteer 
effort, co-ordinated by the AONB team, 
has had a huge positive impact on the 
area, not only restoring and managing 
many important sites, monitoring 
wildlife and welcoming visitors, but also 
caking on more ambitious projects such 
as the resroracion of limekilns. Their 
legacy is clearly seen in che landscape 
roday, and AONB volunteers are still 
as active, contributing over 1000 days 
of volunteering each year carrying out a 
range of practical management casks. 

Another key AONB team role is co 
facilitate work which enhances the 
area. An example is that of working 
with the Landscape Trust co enable the 
purchase and ongoing management of 
local nature reserves including Coldwell 
Parrack and Teddy Heights. 

Silverdale - Keith Palmer 

B AINESB \GGUI E'r 
Solicitors 

Where problems are 
given solutions ... 

15, Northumberland Street, 
Morecambe, LA4 4AU 

Tel: 01524 413294 Fax: 01524 831787 

e: office@bainesbagguley.co.uk 

www.bainesbagguley.co.uk 

David Baines Richard Bagguley 
Glynn Entwistle 
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Sensitive management has transformed 
Coldwell Parrack from an intensively 
farmed piece of land to a beautiful 
flower-rich area. This showcase of 
good p ractice demonstrates h ow, by 
introducing conservation grazing, an 
area chat is good for agriculture, wildlife 
and people can be created. 

At Teddy Heights the meadow was 
almost lose, but by reintroducing 
appropriate grazing, the meadow has 
been restored and is becoming more 
diverse each year. The site is soon to 
become part of a scheme to manage 
local hay meadows. Management of the 
woodland has included the removal of 
non-native turkey oak and the creation 
of small glades of coppicing. The area is 
now used as an outdoor classroom and 
bird ringing by local experts has revealed 
a long list of bird species using the site. 

AONB partner organ isations 
ha ve made a great contribu t ion to 
improving the landscape. Notably the 

Warton - Keith Palmer 

National Trust has managed Jack Scout, 
Heathwaice and Arnside Knott, amo ng 
others, and has restored large areas of 
semi-natural habitat. T he RSPB has 
undertaken large scale wetland creation 
and restoration at Barrow Scout fields 
and Silverdale Moss. These changes 
are well documented elsewhere in this 
special edition of Keer to Kent. 

Another significant achievement of 
the AONB team, working together 
with other organisations, has been 
communicating a passion for the area 
to other people and visitors through 
many school visits, walks and events 
as well as leaflets, publications and the 
new website. Events such as Apple Day, 
the Greenwood Fair and the Wildflower 
Festival have engaged with a wide range 
of people allowing chem to enjoy and 
learn about the exceptional natural and 
cultural richness of the area. 

Looking to the future we face a 
c h a ll enging time ahead. With 

Yealand Conyers - Keith Palmer 

Print services, 
design to despatch 

pag~ & publishing 

4-6 Lansil Way I Caton Road 
Lancaster LA 1 3QY 
Tel: 01524841010 
Fax: 01524 841578 
pri nt@pa gefast. co.u k 
www.pagefast.co.uk 

We print Keer to Kent 
and much more ... 

from conventional 
commercial printing -
business stationery, 
flyers, brochures, etc 
to magazines. Plus 
mailing and distribution 
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development pressures, climate change 
and forthcoming changes to planning 
and agricultural policies, it is clear chat 
our landscape and wildlife is under 
pressure like never before. 

However, the recently published 
Natura l Environment White Paper 
outlining the Government's vision for 
the natural environment over the next 
50 years , gives protected landscapes 
a clear ro le to play in delivering its 
aspirations. The AONB team is already 
working hard with others to bring 
associated funding and expertise into 
this area to benefit its people, landscape 
and wildlife. 

The importance of gro ups like the 
Landscape Trust is paramount; almost 
800 members speaking up for the area 
is a powerful force. Thank you for your 
contribution and for being a member. 
I look forward to many more years of 
close working between the Landscape 
Trust and the AONB team. 

Yealand Redmayne - Keith Palmer 

We have a range of exciting 
traditional & contemporary art, crafts, 
gifts, glassware, ceramics, pottery & 

designer jewellery 
Resident artist Janice McGloine 

Open studio & workshops 

Freshly prepared soup, sandwiches & 
light lunches, coffee, teas & delicious 

homemade cakes & scones 

Open 10.00am - 5.00pm 
Closed Tuesday 

Lindeth Road, Silverdale. 
Tel: 01524 701405 
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The Wildlife of the Arnside/Silverdale Area 
by John Wilson Landscape Trust President 

John wrote an article under the above 
heading for the first issue of Keer to 
Kent. Thus a unique opportunity 
has arisen. In italics are the original 
paragraphs from 25 years ago, 
followed by John's updated comments 
on a green background. 

Male Marsh Harrier - Mike Malpass 

The gentle and ever-varied beauty of our 
area is evident even at the most casual 
acquaintance. Very few other areas in 
the whole country can provide such a 
delightful variety of scenery, ranging from 
sand flats and salt marsh, through fen 
and farmland, to grassland, woodland 
and limestone pavement. This variety of 
habitats is the major reason for one of the 
area's other chief delights - its wealth of 
wildlife. 

Our wildlife cl.iversity continues to 

delight and impress, but is constantly 
changing. Looking back over 25 years, a 
satisfying change has been the extended 
land holding of all seven conservation 
bodies in the AONB, including our 
own two reserves, Coldwell Parrock and 
Teddy Heights. A new departure has 
been the RSPB conversion of two areas 
of poor grade farmland into wetland 
areas. This bodes well for the future of 
wildlife because these protected habitats 
account for around 25% of the AONB. 
It is still a special place, rich in wildlife 
as it was 25 years ago, but with a more 
secure future , new species appearing 
and further plans to safeguard and link
up more protected sites to benefit fragile 
and fragmented wildlife populations. 

PLANTS 
A walk through one of the local woods 
in spring - with its carpet of bluebells, 
wood anemones and primroses - makes 
one appreciate the simple beauty of our 
common local flora. Yet within the area 

have been reco rded over 700 different 
species of plants - some very rare - making 
it one of the richest floristic areas in the 
country. Indeed there are only a handful 
of other sites - mainly on the south coast 
- which can equal this diversity. 

The limestone areas are the richest, 
and they are at their best on the natural 
rock gardens of the Limestone pavement 
- especially Gait Barrows National Nature 
Reserve and the Warton Crag Nature 
Reserve. Here in the deep fissures (known 
as 'grlkes') grow many rare plants including 
the Angular Solomon's Seal, Tutsan and 
Lily of the Valley. Here also can be found 
a large variety of ferns, including the very 
rare Rigid Buckler Fern - which is found 
in only 14 other places in Britain. 

Each habitat has its own characteristic 
plants. My own fa vourites are the fen 
plants, mainly because unlike woodland 
- which has mainly spring flowers - there 
is a succession of flo wers right through 
ftom March to October, and the edges of 
Leighton Moss and Haweswater are faLL of 
colour for much of that period. 

Teesdale Violet - Ann Kitchen 

The skilful re-establishment of Lady's 
Slipper Orchid at Gait Barrows NNR, 
and other sites, means that we can all 
enjoy this most beautiful and evocative 
of orchids. Devoted recording by 
Margaret Baeker and Charles Bromley 
Webb of Arnside and District Natural 
History Society increased the number 
of plants recorded to 950, well over half 
those recorded in Britain. Most of our 
rarer plants are doing well but two of 
the rarest - both with relic populations 
- the Teesdale Violet and the Spiked 
Speedwell have seriously declined . 
One marked change, obvious only to 

those who have studied closely over 
this period, is the maturing of many 
areas of species rich scrub. Formerly 
dominated by thickets of gorse, 
bramble, blackthorn and hawthorn 
interspersed with grassland clearings, 
this is now maturing into ash, birch and 
hawthorn woodland. 

Spiked Speedwell - Ann Kitchen 

INSECTS 
The insect life of the area is even more 
abundant and diverse than the flora. 
Moths are a good example of this. At least 
428 different species have been recorded 
in the area, and of these a staggering 382 
have been recorded by one man - Jerry 
Briggs - in his garden at Slackhead. These 
figures do not even include the number of 
smaffer moths (known as 'micros). 

Butterflies are our most appreciated 
insects and 32 species have been recorded 
recently. N o other area in the N orth can 
boast of such a variety. Two of these species 
- the D uke of Burgundy Fritillary and 
the H igh Brown Friti flary have declined 
almost everywhere else in Britain but 
appear to be holding their own here. The 
Duke of Burgundy flies in May and June 
and its caterpillars feed on cowslip and 
primrose Leaves. The H igh Brown flies in 
July and August feeding on violets as do 
three other species of Fritilfaries occuring 
in the area. 

Arnside Knott is one of the best Localities 
for butterflies. Here one finds the Scottish 
Argus in abundance in July and August. 
This northern butterfly - its caterpillars 
feeding on the Blue Moor grass - has only 
one other English Location. 

Rare butterfly populations have 
been skilfully maintained by selective 
management in the nature reserves. Our 
butterfly fauna received an extraordinary 
boost by the arrival, mainly from the 
south, of Comma, Gatekeeper, Small 
Skipper and Ringlet. Most amazing has 
been the spread of Speckled Wood from 
a vagrant 25 years ago to one of our 
commonest butterflies gracing shady 
woodland and many gardens. A total of 
33 species are now recorded here each 
year. Very few other areas can support 
such a rich variety. 
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Brian Hancock and Steve Palmer's 
painstaking research suggests that 
at least 10 moth species have also 
colonised. What great names some have 
- Lime Hawk Moth, Red Underwing, 
Blairs shoulder Knot. Blood vein, Clay 
triple lines, Devon Carpet and Feyers 
pug. An outstanding find has been that 
of Netted Carpet, a restricted red data 
species recently found in the Warton 
area and possibly overlooked before. 

Comma - Rob Petley-Jones 

Three dragonflies have colonised our 
ponds and wetlands - Ruddy Darter, 
Black-tailed Skimmer and Emperor, the 
largest British dragonfly. 

BIRDS 
Those Leighton Moss specialities - the 
Bittern and the Bearded Tit - are the only 
ones breeding in the North West. They live 
here along with an abundance of other 
species, including Reed and Grasshopper 
Warblers and Water Rails. 

Our woodlands support all three species 
of Woodpecker, the elusive Hawfinch 
and an abundance of Titmice - with the 
M arsh Tit unusually common. 

Oystercatchers, Ringed Plover, Redshank 
and Wheatear nest along the coast, where 
in winter Greylag Geese and Wigeon graze 
the saltings and where large numbers of 
waders and wildfowl congregate at high 
tide providing an unforgettable spectacle 
for the ornithologist. 

A remark'able diversity of breeding 
birds has been enriched by the 
colonisation of Leighton Moss by 
Marsh Harriers since 1987, with up 
to four nests in recent years . Most 
unexpected were Avocets, one pair 
200 l , this year 12 pairs, nesting on the 
brackish Eric Morecambe Complex. 
Woodlands and gardens now ring to 

calls of the Nuthatch - only just starting 
to colonise 25 years ago. Raven, once 
rare visitors, come regularly, breeding in 
the disused quarries shared with another 
increased resident, the Peregrine. T he 
Atlas survey, just completed, reveals 99 
species proved to have bred over the 
study's fou r years and a fu rther fo ur 
suspecred of breeding. I doubt if any 

other area of similar size in the north of 
England can even approach this. 

There have been losses, Tree Pipits 
and Yellowhammers no longer breed on 
our scrub clad hills and Lesser Spotted 
Woodpecker, always scarce , has also 
gone from the woodlands. 

One spectacular increase has been that 
of Little Egret, from a rare vagrant as 
recently as 1999, to counts of over 100 
roosting at Leighton Moss in 2010. It 
can only be a matter of time before this 
species breeds here. Another increasing 
water bird has been the Black-tailed 
Godwit, from flocks rarely exceeding 
25 to a wintering and passage bird with 
flocks of up to 2000. 

Black-tailed Godwit - David Mower 

MAMMALS 
Red Squirrels are still widespread in the 
area - often coming to garden bird tables 
- but their days may be numbered, as the 
more robust Grey Squirrel has recently 
established a foothold around Beetham. 

With Red, Roe and Fallow Deer resident 
and thriving we have a variety that 
Jew other areas can support. Badgers 
still inhabit the woodlands - though 
unfortunately still persecuted. Otters 
are holding their own - again in marked 
contrast to how things are in many other 
areas of the country. Two litters were seen 
last year. Leighton Moss is now probably 
the best place to watch Otters in England. 
Last year 183 sightings were logged. 
Compare that with the l ifetime total of 
only 12 sightings by the author of a recent 
book on the natural history of the Otter. 
We are fo rtunate indeed in this area. 

Roe deer - Sheila May 
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Here there has been a tragic loss - our 
native Red Squirrel, once common and 
well distributed, now completely ousted 
by its foreign relative, the Grey. Three 
species of deer continue to thrive, as do 
Otters, which after a brief absence have 
returned to breed at Leighton Moss. 

Otter - Catherine Trigg : Flickr 

OTHER GROUPS 
Space precludes me from giving more than 
a brief mention, but again variety and 
abundance are very evident. Fungi are 
superb in our autumns. Recen t studies 
have discovered several new species for 
Bri tai n. Even the humble m ollusc 
provides amazing diversity - the recent 
discovery of a small rare snail at Gait 
Barrow reflects well the range of habitats 
available. At the other extreme, the 
delicate pink bivalve - Macoma or Baltic 
Tellin - on some parts of our shoreline 
shares every square metre with something 
like 8,000 of its fellows You can't get much 
more abundant than that! 

Thanks to careful research by Jennifer 
N ewton we have a better idea of the 
distribution of spiders within the 
AONB. She has located several rare 
species, two on our calcareous grassland. 
Most fascinating is Atypus affinis a 
medium sized spider with massive jaws 
which lives in a silken tube like a glove 
finger. The tube projects an inch or two 
above, and a few inches below, ground. 
The spider lives at the base. If an insect 
crosses the tube the spider rushes up 
and bites through the tube pulling the 
insect down into the lair at the base. 

Another newcomer is the tiny Slender 
Groundhopper, Tetrix subulata, which, 
when found on Silverdale Moss in 1987 
was the most northerly British record 
by about 100km. It was later found 
at Hawes Water Moss in 1995, and 
Bankwell in 1998. 

Changes there have been, bur many 
n ew addi t io n s. Some were found 
because of devoted research by dedicated 
en thusias ts, but are the significant 
colonisations recorded part of a natural 
change or an indicator of climate 
change? Perhaps the next 25 years will 
provide the answer. 
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One might wonder what my credentials 
are for looking back to the 1980s but 
my first encounter with Leighton Moss 
was in 1982 when I was starting my 
career with the RSPB. I was an eager 
fresh faced residential volunteer staying 
in a wooden chalet - then the volunteers' 
accommodation still to be seen on the 
way to Lillian's hide but no longer used. 

There have been many changes in 
the ensuing years, including two major 
refurbishments and an extension to 
the visitor centre, but it is the habitat 
management that impacts on the 
landscape of the AONB most. Prior to 
1983, a walk down the track under the 
railway and out to Jenny Brown's point 
would have found open fields, saltmarsh, 
and very few birds. Now there is a 
rapidly developing reedfen area before, 
and two large brackish pools beyond, 
the railway. These attract many birds, 
now a feature of the area and taken for 
granted as part of the scenery. 

The Allen and Eric Morecambe pools 
were created between 1983 and 1986 
with the use of bulldozers to scrape off 
the surface vegetation and soil to make 
the open water areas. The spoil was used 
to embank the Allen pool and to form 
rhe screening banks for the birdwatching 
hides. I was again volunteering over this 
period and remember the excitement of 
cutting the first sod with the bulldozers 
in August 1983 and then waiting for 
the first big tide to fill the pool up. This 
work led to the colonisation of Avocets 
and enabled close views of big flocks of 
Black-tailed Godwits and Wigeon. 
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Tyres, Batteries, Exhausts, 
and all your motoring needs. 

Free collection/ loan-car service. 

Tel: 015395 62173 / 62839 

www.halegarage.co.uk 

The transformation of Barrow Scout 
fields between the railway and the Crag 
from pump drained silage and grazing 
fields to reedfen started 2000 / 01. 

B S fields before - John Wilson 

Work in progress - Robin Horner 

Planting reeds - Andy Hay 

B S fields after - Robin Horner 

The Carnforth 
Bookshop 
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Good quality second-hand 
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38-42 Market Street 
Carnforth 
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By then I had served my time as a 
volunteer apprentice, pursued my 
career with the RSPB, moved around 
the country and ended up back at 
Leighton. A network of ditches and 
pools was created and the spoil used 
to create the bunds around the edges. 
An army of volunteers, many of whom 
will be readers, moved in to plant tens 
of thousands of reed stems and reed 
plug, transforming the sire into a newly 
form ing reedbed extension to the main 
Moss, already regularly used by Egrets, 
Harriers and an occasional Bittern. 

This work was quickly followed in 
2003 by similar wetland reversion work 
at the nearby drained Silverdale Moss, 
creating another reedfen area with a 
network of ditches and pools, similarly 
planced up with tens of thousands 
of reed plants. Our excavations here 
reveal ed p erfe c tl y pres erved reed 
rhizomes deep below the surface from a 
previous period in time when Silverdale 
Moss was a reedfen prior to sea levels 
changing and land drainage. 

As well as these large scale works, 
that have changed some aspects of 
the landscape and scenery, it is the 
ongoing annual management works 
at Leighton that has a more subtle but 
enduring effect. Without the annual 
round of reed and willow cutting and 
burning, the Moss would have by now 
become a forest of willow. Nice, but 
the AONB is not short of trees and the 
season changing, shimmering expanse 
of reedbed adds something extra to the 
special character and beauty of the area. 

' lll.QQ,,, 
Lancashire Farm Wool 

Award winning wool millspun 
from locally grown fleeces. 

Aran, DK and 2 ply yarn available 
Samples from Kate Schofield 
01614852551 or 07758751375 

or: schofield316@btinternet.com 
Handspun Woollens on sale at 
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Twenty five years of Gait Barrows NNR 
by Rob Petley-Jones 

Ef\lGLANO Senior Reserves Manager - South-east Cumbria and North Lancashire NNRs 

Although the limestone pavements, 
woodland and pastures of Gait Barrows 
were initially established in 1976 as the 
Queen's Silver Jubilee National Nature 
Reserve, 1987 saw the major extension 
of the original nature reserve, with 
che addition of Hawes Water and its 
pastures. Tony Aldridge had been che 
man in charge since 1981, and his work 
on the many rare species of the nature 
reserve and their habitats had put Gait 
Barrows on the map as one of che best 
places co see wildlife in England. 

le seems hard ro believe chat it is 
nearly 20 years since I rook over che 
reins of control from Tony. I stil l 
clearly remember rhe first rime I saw 
Gait Barrows on the day before I was 
interviewed for che job, early in June. 
My wife, Jane, and I had co dodge the 
sharp showers chat were regularly driven 
by a strong wind from the North - some 
things do not change! I was amazed by 
che limestone pavements and enthral led 
by the numbers of Pearl-bordered 
Fricillary butterflies we saw. I could not 
believe chat the care of chis stunning site 
could soon be mine. 

The weather may not appear co 
have changed much, although climate 
warming is clearly having subcle effects 
on our vulnerable insects, with some 
losses and some gains. Pearl-bordered 
Fricillaries are now much scarcer than 
in che early 1990s, part of a wo rrying 
national trend and we now have ro 
cake particular (and encouragingly 
successfu l) measures co ensure our 
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special population of Duke of Burgundy 
butterflies does not die our. 

However, the High Brown Fricillary 
butterflies contin ue ro thrive in che 
coppice landscape of Gait Barrows' 
woodlands and our rare mollusc, che 
Narrow-mouthed Whorl snail , can still 
be found in its thousands in che mosses 
on the pavements. 

When I first rook over at Gait Barrows, 
I recall seeing more deer than I had ever 
seen on my previous nature reserves. 
le was hard coming ro terms with rhe 
face chat my new job did not just mean 
picking up chainsaws co manage che 
woodland, bur also having co learn how 
co use a rifle! With much effort over 
the years from my team of dedicated 
stalkers numbers of deer have been kept 
in check reasonably successfu lly, but 
much effort is still required co ease the 
pressure of browsing on all the fragile 
habitats of Gait Barrows. 

Ma n y great partnerships have 
developed on the R in this period, 
perhaps the best working with Bill 
Grayso n and his wonderful organic 
cows. The introduction of cattle as · 
a beneficial way of grazing sens itive 
wildlife sites across the AONB and 
beyond has its roots in the time that 
Bill turned up to cake over Bank House 
Farm in Silverdale. I still remember the 
day when we first met at Gait Barrows 
ro discuss how the National Na ture 
Reserve could play a viral role in his 
vision for promoting this use of native 
caccle for conservation grazing. 

The D.I.Y Store 
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Unlike Superstores, we supply 

help, advice and great prices too! 
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*Timber Cutting Service 
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Free Parking 
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Sunday 10am - 4pm 

Our understanding of che importance 
and unique quality of Gai t Barrows' 
habitats and wildlife has grown, chiefly 
with the help of many naturalises whose 
knowledge and expertise has been 
freely and enthusiastically given across 
a wide range of specialise interests. 
How would I have managed without 
the deeply object ive and authoritative 
understanding chat people like Nei l 
Robinson, John Wilson and Jennifer 
Newton have given co me? 

In the lase two decades I have striven 
co achieve a better balance between 
maintaining Gait Barrows as a special 
place for wild life and increasing the 
opportunities for people ro come and 
enjoy this extraordinary quality. This is 
never an easy cask, and my watchword 
has always been 'wildlife first'. 

Gait Barrows is now righcly regarded 
as one of che best nature reserves in 
England, and the desrinacion of choice 
for many peop le wishing co have a 
truly wonderful wildlife experience, 
fro m seeing a wide range of Britain's 
increasingly scarce butterflies ro getting 
up close and personal wi th a Lady's
slipper orchid in the wild. W ho could 
have predicted this twenty years ago! 

The next twenty years will definitely 
see me passing the privilege of caring for 
this great place co somebody younger, 
and who knows what Natural England 
will be called in 203 1 ! Whatever the 
future brings , long may Gait Barrows 
continue co be this very special place for 
wildlife. 
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~ moo~uww~er mm 
Limestone Study Day - May 14 

Michael Dewey/Helen Goldie/Mike Balderstone/Colin Patrick/Peter Standing 

This one day limestone seminar focussed on the Lower Carboniferous limestones 
that form the AONB's geological foundation. Forty people gathered at Leighton 
Moss for lectures and field trips by Colin Patrick and Peter Standing (Landscape 
Trust); Mike Balderstone and Michael Dewey (Westmorland Geological Society) ; 
and Helen Goldie (Durham University). 

Local limestones formed 340 million years ago in tropical seas when the AONB 
lay 10° south of rhe equator. The beds were subsequently twisted and turned by the 
tectonic stresses ofVariscan orogeny (mountain building) producing the spectacular 
Silverdale Monocline. Of our three common limestones , dark grey Dalton is 
solid and good for building, pale Park is friable and light grey Urswick perfect for 
limestone pavement formation. Glacial ice scoured the Urswick, and chemical 
weathering sculpted its surface producing grikes, dints, runnels and kameniczas. 

All these topics were explored in the lecture room and demonstrated out in the 
field at Trowbarrow, Gait Barrows and Far Arnside Coral Beds. The event received 
excellent reviews from a lively audience. 

Anniversary Dinner - May 14 

The main social event of the Trust's 25th Anniversary year was a Dinner held 
Saturday 14 May at Leighton Moss with catering by RSPB staff, primarily from 
locally sourced produce.There were 45 members and guests present. 

Colin Patrick, L T Chairman, introduced the evening before handing over 
to William Johnston, Chairman of the Trust Steering Group at the time of the 
launch, who holds the enviable code number of 001 on the membership database! 
In speaking about 'the early days' he mentioned in particular Jeff Redgrave, 
Countryside Management Officer at chat time. Three other founders were also 
present - Roger Cartwright, John \'1/'ilson and Joan Jackson. 

Following the meal Richard Newman, distinguished archaeologist and landscape 
historian gave an illustrated thought provoking talk on 'Landscapes'. 

LT Trust President, John Wilson, continued by reflecting on how the AONB 
farmland, grassland and woodland has changed over the past 25 years. He said chat 
the greatest change has been the cessation of quarrying, which had given a cloud 
layer of dust over the view of the AONB. Although John was the only person 
present to have been born within the AONB, he did concede chat the incomers 
had played a vital role in cherishing and preserving the wonderful landscape. 
He concluded by thanking all officers and members, past and present, for their 
contributions to the success of the Landscape Trust. 
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Coldwell Parrock- May 15 

Roger Cartwright talking to the 
enthusiasts who braved the rain and 
whose interest was not dampened 

Although raining, 20 people were at 
the reserve by 1 0am to look at moths 
collected the previous night. All stayed 
to learn about the reserve's trees and 
flowers, then some went to consider 
lime kilns . After lunch, others joined 
those who returned to learn about birds 
and lichens. The weather was poor but 
everyone was keen to stay until 4pm. 

Arts Trail -June 25/26 

The Landscape Trust held a weekend 
exhibition at the Arnside Cem etery 
Chapel as part of the annual Silverdale 
and Arnside Arts Trail. Four AO N B 
themes - the physica l landscape , 
estuary, natural history and the human 
landscape - were illustrated by paintings 
loaned by local artists and members' 
photographs , incl ud in g prints from 
our 2007 competition. T he exhibition 
attracted over 200 visito rs and much 
complimenta ry feed back about the 
quality of the di splays . The chapel 
proved to be an excellent venue. 

Thank you Kath Robson, Jill Smith 
and Peter Standing/or reports 
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Landscape Trust Photographic Competition Awards and Exhibition 
plus a pick and mix of walks, talks and tours -Weekend -September 24/25 

Early Postcards AONB/Beetham 
Talks by Mike Moon with postcards 
from his collection 

Launch of Storth Geology Trail -Walk 
Geology and Landscapes of Storth and 
Beetham - Talk. Both-Peter Standing 

Limestone Pavement - Beetham 
Landscapes Walk with Peter Standing 

Storth and Haverbrack Circular 

Walk with Gillian Rimington 

Children's activities with Gill Farrer 

Beetham Church History Tour with 
Sandy Lofthouse 

History of Beetham and Haversham -

Talk by Roger Bingham 

~~ ~ 
Silver category winner - David Poole -Two's Company! 

Sandside Cutting Geo-taster 
Walk with Michael Dewey 

Trees and Woodland of Storth 
Walk with Roger Cartwright 

Identifying the Sandside Skyline -
Walk with Richard Daly 

Heron Corn Mill - Tours 

And here is where it officially began 
Colin Peacock , 2011 appointed 
Landscape Trust C hairman, takes the 
opportunity to discuss the passage 
of 25 years with Bill Johnston , 1986 
Chairman. A Reception at Dallam 
Tower, by kind invitation of Rupert and 
Susie Villiers-Smith , was attended by 
Landscape Trust founders , present and 
pas t Management Committee Members, 
AONB Unit Managers, and Editors of 
Keer co Kent. 

Thank you - Roger Cartwright, Richard Daly, Mike Moon, Keith Palmer, Tony Riden, Peter Standing, Martin Rowe and 
Karl & Ali (Sandside Cutting - Creative Commons) for photographs. 
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1986 saw the formation of the 
Landscape Trust , and appearance 
of the first Keer co Kent. With che 
appointment of our first member of 
staff dedicated co che area, ic was also an 
important year for the National Trust. 

Bank House Farm had been given 
co the Trust by che Bright fam il y (of 
Cove House) in 1983. In 1985 che farm 
tenant died and the next tenant cook 
on the role of part rime Warden. Prior 
co char Eaves Wood (since 1929) and 
Arnside Knott (194 7) were cared for 
by local commicrees of volunteers - one 
each for Silverdale and Arnside. 

Often commicree members were also 
voluntarily working on jobs, many and 
varied, such as helping people at Arnside 
Knocr car park or ficring the scone sears 
in Eaves Wood. The Arnside commicree 
is still chaired by the Parish Council, 
who passed over che anonymous gift of 
che Knott co the Trust. 

Jack Scour had been acquired in 1983, 
The Lots in 1985 , and Heachwaice , 
next co Arnside Knore, in 1986. All 
fantastic places with superb wild flowers, 
butterflies, birds and stunning scenery. 
All now protected with the Trust's 
unique inalienability powers, conferred 
by scaruce, which prevent development 
and detrimental change. 

The second pare-rime Warden 
eventually decided co concentrate on 
farming, and I became the first full rime 
employee in 1995 . 

Today, with the addition of Burton 
Well Wood, Bottoms Wood, Lamberc's 
Meadow, Sharp's Loe, Clarke's Loe and 
Heald Brow, che Trust has 12 wonderful 
sites. Added co these are a local base and 
office in Silverdale, four permanent staff 
and sixty plus volunteers. 

In these nationally important areas 
che aim of N .T land management is 
sustainabili ty via linking people back to 
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the land. Produce is again going from 
woodland co local ouclecs - providing 
employment and low carbon usage 
of materials which re-grow. Excellent 
meat is ethically reared by the third 
Bank House Farm tenant, with grazing 
keeping tree and scrub growth in 
check and good sward for flowers and 
insects on many of the finest limestone 
grasslands. 

These outstandingly important places 
are not just protected and managed by 
the charity on behalf of its members 
and the public, bur are also loved, cared 
for and are extremely meaningful co 
many local people. I could list name 
upon name of chose involved with the 
management and care of these fantastic 
sites , which are a testament co their 
enthusias tic hard work over the years. 

What more fining tribute can there 
be for the ride "Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty"? - Here's co the future! 

LANDSCAPE TRUST PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION PRIZEWINNERS 
Overall Competition Winner - David Talbot - "Get off my apple" - Waxwings at Leighton Moss 
CATEGORY CHILDREN ADULT 
Landscape Charlotte Ruff Tony Riden 
Our maritime AONB Dominic Houghton Adrian Almond 
A butterfly-close up no entries Gavin Greenwood 
Outstanding AONB Emma Smith David Poole 
Flora and fauna Dominic Houghton David Talbot 
Light fantastic, sunsets etc Charlotte Ruff Adrian Almond 
Silver - L T Silver Anniversary Dominic Houghton David Poole 
Ruby- 40 years AONB, 2012 Dominic Houghton Clare Martin 
Human influence Robert Lawlor Tim Hunter 

STOP PR.ESS:THURS 22 MAR 2012, EXHIBITION 7PM, LECTURE 7.30PM, DRY STONE WALLS - BRIAN JONES 

~ Robert Pearson 
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Changes in the Limestone Woodlands 
by Roger Cartwright ~teran forester and landscape architect 

~ ---------------------------7 
It was difficulc in 1986 to believe 
that two centuries earlier the heavily 
wooded hills of the limestone peninsular 
between the river Keer and the Kent 
estuary had been mainly open pastoral 
landscape. Loss of woodland to 
residential development, caravan sites 
and quarrying had been one of the 
reasons for AONB designation. 

It is ironic chat much conservation 
effort in the last 25 years has been in 
slowing down/reversing a natural spread 
of scrub and woodland. Changes have 
been more about maintaining harmony 
between trees and sun li ght than 
destroying the forest , a third of which 
remains as natural looking woodland. 

Coppicing for charcoal, bobbin 
making and genera l farm use had 
died out and a ge neration grown up 
without contact with active woodland 
management. Names such as Thrang 
Coppice, West Coppice , Grizedale 
Coppice and Dolly Wood no longer 
meant anything to yo ungsters and the 
deciduous woods were valued mainly as 
scenery and for pheasants and wildlife. 
The only area of woodland cut and in 
coppice rotation was at Thrang End. 

In the 1960's the Forestry Commission 
planted blocks of conifers. By 1986 
large sombre patches contrasted with 
deciduous woodland that changed with 
the seasons. Fortunately the forest areas 
were not solid blocks, there having 
been a policy of leaving the old small 
leaved lime trees and groves of yew and 
native woodland on the main limestone 
pavements. These woods we re still 
enclosed by high deer fencing and you 
had to squeeze through tall self-closing 
gates to follow overgrown footpaths. 

It was difficult to predict, but this 
was going to change during the next 25 
years. I anticipated new planting being 
thinned to leave cathedral groves of 
well spaced conifers and towering beech 
amongst native timber trees, similar to 
the managed Yealand Manor woodlands 
and the relic glades of old larch and 
corsican pine around the lower slopes of 
Haverbrack on Dallam Tower Estate. 

External events, such as changes in 
global trading, increasing mechanisation 
and large scale conifer harvesting to feed 
highly effici em sawmills , con tributed 
to the loss of our remaining hardwood 
sawmills. Shortly after 1993 Peter Irvi ng 
at Hutton Roof sropped pu rchas ing 
hardwood timber to concen tra te on 
softwood production. By then many 

owners had given up selling timber. 
Prices had hardly increased in 30 
years and woodland management was 
uneconomic. The development of 
Morecambe Bay gas field in the late 
l 980's killed off the firewood trade 
that had helped to sustain sporadic 
coppicing and necessary thinning of 
some old coppice woods. 

Forestry Commission policy and 
priorities shifted after the 1981 
Countryside Act, from planring new 
woodlands of sitka spruce and other 
conifers, to establishing and managing 
broadleaves with greater emphasis 
on recreation, ancient woodlands 
and designated areas. This led to the 
premature clearance of practically all 
conifer plantations in the area, but 
instead of helping the evolving small
scale coppice industry, heavy machinery 
and large scale commercial forestry 
harvesting techniques, were used. 

The Greenwood Fair at Woodwell, 
Silverdale in 1991 was the first of many 
attempts to restore rhe connection 
between woodland management, 
wildlife conservation, wood production, 
local employment, and craft skills to 

produce useful and beautiful woodland 
products. These initiatives helped 
the remaining coppice workers and 
inspired a new generation of dedicated 
greenwood workers in South Cumbria. 
Ir also coincided with a rebirth of 
charcoal burning, and locally produced 
charcoal is now widely available. 

Our trees and woodlands have shown 
little long-term damage from changes 
in the local weather. An occasional 
birch tree has died during droughts 
and hot spells, but generally woodland 
vegeta tion has shown the resilience 
expected from species such as oak, 
beech, birch and Scots pine - whose 
natural range extends from Scandinavia 
to the Iberian Peninsula. 

The 1987 hurricane blew down some 
fine trees, including veteran beeches at 
Dallam Tower and one of the largest 
ancient oaks at Bottoms Wood by 
Woodwell. Many trees died from Dutch 
elm di sease, but chat seems to have 
become less virulent and the remaining 
trees more resistant. There are mature 
live Wych elm around the area and 
many healthy young trees, including 
English elms regrown from suckers. 

In 1986 red squirrels were one of 
rhe major delights bur are now no 
more than a memory. Speckled Wood 
butterflies have become common, 
but less is known about changes in 
populations of smaller animals, 
amphibians, insects, fungi and forest 
micro-organisms - most of which benefit 
from a stable woodland environment. 

For a short period up to 1998 the 
Forestry Commission offered 100% 
grant for 'Cop pice for Butterflies'. 
Five new coppice coups protected by 
deer fencing were created; most have 
continued to be managed and are now 
into second and third cuts. This was not 
enough to re-establish a local coppice 
industry, and other coups have gone past 
their rotation . Further coppicing has 
only been possible because of increased 
funding - primarily for butterfly 
conservation because this is one of the 
few areas in the country where rare 
butterflies still survive. 

The view across rhe Kent Estuary 
encapsulates the changes chat have 
taken place in woodland management 
in the past 25 years. The dark cap of 
pines has been completely removed 
from rhe summit of Whitbarrow Scar 
- so that now when the sun highlights 
this dramatic area - a silvery light is once 
again reflected from the white limestone 
scar, contrasting wirh the shaded soft 
deciduous woodland on the lower slopes 
and the foothills around Meathop. 
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Some do more than 'Stand and Stare' 
Using the land for recreation 

A view of the estuary at which to stand 
and stare - but some people experience 
the area differently. Its beauty is an 
enhancement to their passion for a 
particular activity. For Brian Evans this is 
walking, sketching and photographing, 
and the results can be seen in his books 
'Walks in Silverdale and Arnside.' The 
first edition coincided with that of Keer 
to Kent, and his update, in 2010, was 
just short of our 25th anniversary. On 
P 18 Brian has written about changes 
he has observed, some illustrated by his 
'then' sketches and 'now' photographs. 

Climbers, cyclists and horse riders 
also find the AONB enhances their 
sport. I asked some of them to record 
their thoughts on the differences they 
have found over the past 25 years. Their 
enthusiasm led all of them to write far 
more words than I have room for here. 
Since they were much too interesting 
to discard, I decided to use the main 
comparisons now and publish the more 
general material in future issues. 

Climbing 
Les Ainsworth has been climbing 
in the area for nearly 50 years. An 
honorary member of the British 
Mountaineering Council, member of 
the Guidebook Committee and the 
Access, Conservation and Environment 
Group, he has also edited Lancashire 
Climbing Guidebooks since 1969. 

He told me of his early climbing 
days , when the only crag he could 
find between the Ribble and the Lakes 
was at the Fairy Steps near Beecham. 
Since then opportunities for climbing 
in the AONB have greatly exceeded 
expectations, and now are just short of a 
thousand climbs. 

By 1986, rock climbing had become 
reasonably well established in the area. 
So, when the opportunity arose to 
purchase Trowbarrow quarry, climbers 
throughout the North West were 

amongst those invited to contribute to 
the appeal fund. Enough money was 
raised to purchase the quarry and it has 
been a great success for climbers. 

Asse g ai, o n e o f th e o ri g inal 
Trowbarrow climbs-Jon Sparks 

The gear available for today's climbers 
gives greater protection against falls, 
although, with most of the local crags 
being relatively short, this has perhaps 
less impact in this area than elsewhere. 

A change from 1986 has been 
the interest in the past few years in 
'Bouldering'. This involves climbers 
spending their time sorting out 
gymnastic problems on relatively low 
pieces of rock; sometimes, just sitting 
down benearth an overhang attempting 
difficult moves. When bouldering 
climbers are often no more than about 5 
feet from the ground, so they just jump 
off onto foam crash mats placed below 
the boulders. This might look odd to an 
observer but indicates the interest that 
there now is in technique. 

Les praised the good communication 
between representatives of the various 
interests in the area, the efforts made 
to understand each other's needs, and 
the quality of monitoring to ensure that 
the area remains in good condition. 
This has resulted in climbers having 

good access to most of the rock and 
a climbing environment which has 
steadily improved. 

One place where access issues have 
still to be resolved is the Fairy Steps. 
Ironically so, since it is the place where 
local climbing began. Hopes are that 
this has a future, and not just an historic 
role, for climbing in the AONB. 

Horse Riding 
Samantha Riseborough (BSc (hons) 
Equine Science and Management, 
PGCE, AI Reg) has also followed her 
sport for many years, having learned 
to ride as a child. She trained to teach 
others and is now teaching her own 
children. Amongst her comments on the 
differences riders find today compared 
with 1986 is one we will all recognise 
- the roads were less busy then. 

She recalled days when, together with 
Fiona Lawto n and her two children, 
they would ride across the sand as far 
as they would dare and race each other 
back to the grassy shore. Occasionally 
they would ride from Silverdale shore 
round to New Barns, where they used 
to be able to get ice cream and drinks. 

I asked Samantha if it was not 
dangerous to gallop on the sands. She 
replied "When we rode on sand we 
were always careful, knew the tide times 
and were used to the change in sand 
appearance - we always looked for 'jelly 
on a plate' sand. Also, strangely, the 
horses always found their own path, if 
unsure of the ground they would skip 
around or refuse to go." She added that 
the shore was vas tly changed today. 

Samantha remembers the Children's 
Hunt on Boxing Day to which people 
wo uld come from far and wide no 
matter what the weather. Hosted by the 
Temple family, it started from Yealand 
Hall Farm and went all around Yealand. 

Around Hawes Water Lake was once 
a small ride but in recent years has been 
extended to link in with a new path 
leading to Black Dyke at Arnside. This 
can in turn link in with Dollywood 
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Lane near Leighton Beck. A bridleway 
srarcing at Middlebarrow Quarry and 
leading to Arnside Tower is now closed. 
However, Fleagate Wood is a new 
bridleway opened in Silverdale and this 
could extend to Jenny Brown's Point. 

Samantha suggested chat, due to the 
persistence and cooperation of both 
Norch Lancashire Bridleway Society and 
the Arnside and Silverdale AONB, the 
structure of bridleways in the AONB 
has improved in the last decade. 

Greenbank Show, 1993-Fiona Lawton 

Interestingly Fiona Lawton stated chat, 
since she starced riding in the AONB in 
1973, the number of routes had become 
more restricted - and gave exam pies. 
From these it would appear that over a 
longer period there has certainly been a 
loss of long established roures. 

Howe ve r, can it be chat the 
improvements char Samantha mentions 
have been some compensation for this? 
I do not know. Opinions welcome. 

Cycling 

An obvious person to ask about 
cycling was our own Landscape Trust 
administrator, Liza Henderson, who has 
been cycling in the area for 23 years . A 
route she rides several days a week is 
char between home in Silverdale and the 
AO B office at Arnside station. 

Liza commented specifically on the 
increase in traffic, stating that there 
are more comm uters, and small and 
medium size delivery and works vehicles. 
Ar least two large delivery trucks come 
into the area daily, and caravans and 
motorhomes have increased in number. 

Over the years there has sometimes 
been di fficult ies in pe r s u a ding 
landowners to ei rher have foo tpaths 
upgraded to bridlepaths, or new ones 
installed. Horse riders and cycl ists meet 
on common ground here. 

Cycling in Trowbarrow 

Trowbarrow is popular with cyclists, 
but for gro ups , and chose wanting 
a challenge, there are better places 
ourside of the AONB. However, the 
Rotary Club of Lancaster, as part of 
their cycling for charity initiative, 
had in April a new 37 mile event. 
T his was a looped circuit caki ng in 
Yealand Conyers, Yealand Redmayne, 
Silverdale and Sandside, before cycling 
to Milnthorpe and out of the AONB. 

I picked up at the AONB office a 
leaflet, Cycle & See, giving information 
and m aps for several rides which 
included parts of the AONB. Well 
known tracks are Occupation Road , 
skirting the northern boundary of 
Warton Crag, and Saul 's Drive over the 
western shoulder of Arnside Knore. 

Of changes to gear, most noticeable is 
the colourful clothing. Super stretchy, 
close fitting, lightweight and breathable 
fabrics have made cycling more 
comfortable, and equipment, including 
li ghts, much improved . This gives · 
cyclists good conditions fo r evening 
rides, when roads are less busy. 

Our AONB has a mild climate and 
tree lined lanes protect, but many are 
narrow, cyclists are vuln era ble and 
what has nor changed is the need for 
care. Keeping an eye on the weather is 
imporcanc. High winds and snow can 
be dangerous and some roads are never 
gritted, even though dangerous when 
icy. As Liza put it 'no good cycling to 
get fir if you die in the process.' 
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Liza reported an increase in cycling, 
both on and off road and during school 
holidays more families out with children 
on trailer bikes and in trailers. A local 
primary school has been encouraging 
cycling, and children observed taking 
cycling proficiency rests. A cycle to 
school scheme encouraged even more 
and, with parents accompanying chem, 
this resulted in noticeably less cars. 

Access for all 
Those who find it difficult can still 
accompany walking friends and family. 
The Tramper is a specially designed all
terrain electric buggy which can be used 
off road and even on rough ground, 
mud and grass. Trampers are available 
to use, free of charge, from a number of 
establishments in the Forest of Bowland 
AONB where 4 Tramper trails have 
been established . 

Tram per users v1sttmg Coldwell 
Parrock in January 2006-Jill Smith 

Trampers are not yet available in our 
area but there are moves afoot. There 
was a Tramper day as part of the June 
AONB Walking Festival. Perhaps we 
can look forward to Trampers being 
available here on a permanent basis. 

And finally: Even if we do 
not engage in any of these activities 
where else better, than in our AONB, to 
just Stand (o r even Sit) and Scare? 

Sheila May 

What is this life, if full of care, we have no time to stand and stare? 

An acknowledgement to the author William Henry Davies 
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Between Kent and Keer -continual change, constant danger 

Aerial photograph looking up the Kent estuary towards Arnside, 
a view most will never see - Permission of Bay Sea and Rescue 

"People have been getting stuck in the and major advances in equipment, 
bay quicksand for longer than such techniques, modes of training and 
incidents have been recorded, but one communication methods. For example, 
thing not changed in 25 years are the Arnside Coastguard's Ribcrafr powerboat 
many individuals who want to make was replaced a few years ago by a Jet Ski 
their local area that li ttle bit safer." So and an 8-wheeled Argocat all-terrain 
stated Ian Crossman, Acting Station vehicle. Also , equipment and training 
Officer of Arnside Coastguard, before is standardised across the counrry, ro 
giving the following information ro me. the point where Coastguard teams can 

HM Coastguard is responsible for properly integrate on incidents , not 
all Maritime search and rescue aro und only with each other, but also with Bay 
Britain's coastline. Any rescue therefore Search and Rescue. 
taking place in Morecambe Bay and the 
Kent Estuary comes under the statutory 
responsibility of the MCA (Maritime & 
Coastguard Agency). 

Coastguards might not lead or 
even take part, but they have the 
responsibility to co-ordinate a rescue. 
Due to the varied nature of the incidents 
that occur in and around Morecambe 
Bay, this can include Coastguard Search 
and Rescue teams, RNLI (ins hore 
lifeboat & hovercraft), Bay Search and 
Rescue, Fire Rescue Service (Cumbria & 
Lancashi re), Mountain Rescue, Police, 
RAF, Royal Navy, and unfortunately too 
often, the Ambulance Service and Heli
Med helicopters. 

Quicksand rescue training - as it was 
- by Arnside coastguards 

Although the motivation to help has 
not changed, rescues have, in terms of 
public awareness , human resources, 

Jet ski training - Arnside coastguards 

The Arnside Coastguard team has 
over the years been involved in many 
searches and rescues covering many 
aspects; rescuing people from quicksand 
and water, searches on land and water, 
medical evacuations, app li cation of 
first aid, and the providing of maritime 
based advice and support to people in 
and around the area. Some of these 
have resulted in crew commendations, 
such as for the rescue effort during the 
Chinese cacklers' tragedy in 2004. 

Ian's comments in regard to the 
constant danger, willingness of people 
to serve and the changes in equipment 
were echoed by Gary Parsons, Chairman 
/Station Officer, Bay Search and Rescue. 
He provided more information in regard 
ro the techniques of rescuing people, the 
principles of which remain the same. 
This is to try and get the quicksand 

away from around the casualty's legs 
by digging and infiltrating the sand 
with more water to loosen up the sand 
and release the vacuum. The longer the 
person or animal has been stuck, the 
harder the sand has set, and the longer 
the rescue takes . Then, as he says, "if 
yo u are really up against it, the tide 
comes in, and that is the killing factor. " 

Gary's team is the only one on the 
bay equipped ro deal with large animal 
extraction as the coastguard do not now 
get involved with non domestic animals 
or stuck vehicles. 

Bay Search and Rescue first used 
a hovercraft, then replaced this with 
two ex-military amphibious personnel 
carriers, which allow them to get 
arou nd the bay at speed, carrying all 
the equipment and more than 20 rescue 
personnel, when the tide is out. They 
use a machine called a concrete poker to 
quickly gain access to the casualty's legs 
and then a high volume water pump to 
release the vacuum. They also have a 
small crane on the vehicle from which 
they suspend a large webbing chair to 
take the weight of the person or animal. 

Permission of Bay Search and Rescue 

They are currently building a version 
of the American air boat wh ich can 
travel on dry ground slowly but, in as 
little as two inches of water, reach speeds 
up to 60mph. It will be used both on 
the bay and for flood rescues. 

Gary mentioned the cockling tragedy, 
in which they were also involved, saying 
that he hoped never to see loss of life on 
that scale again. 

As readers know the bay is famous for 
the walks across it. Cedric Robinson, 
Queen's Guide to the Sands, said when 
asked about changing conditions, that 
he found a very different environment 
from previous years for the first Cross 
Bay walk of this year. The bed of the 
Kent channel had changed considerably 
and the sand was very soft. Conditions 
were more dangerous and could change 
very quickly after heavy rain. 
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-adapting to changing conditions in using the water for recreation 

Adam Donaldson 

Any place where there is water is a 
reason for messing about in boats. Our 
AONB is no exception. 

Arnside Sailing Club has experienced 
changing fortunes over the past 25 years. 
Old time member Bruce Eastwood 
nostalgically recalled times when people 
pottered; when sailing was for pleasure 
and for cruising on the tide, not racing. 
Times when they would be content to 
sail upstream beyond Milnthorpe, ahead 
of or with the tide. Eventually however, 
people started buying racing dinghys, 
conforming to official rules, and a more 
competitive spirit prevailed. 

Another long standing and current 
member, Brian Birr, endorsed these 
comments, going on to say that , 
as the older members dropped out 
membership declined because younger 
people were not coming in . He added 
that this decline now showed signs of 
turning around. 

A newer convert to sailing, 
Robin May, has been appointed as 
Rear Commodore , a post carrying 
respons ibiliry for premises and events. 
A keen musician, Robin has organised a 
series of occasional and regular events in 
rhe clubhouse, which have brought in 
standing room only audiences. Many of 
these are younger people who, meeting 
others at social events, have begun to 
take an interest in sailing. Membership 
is now picking up. 

Some newer members are parents 
with links to Arnside Youth Project. A 
recent Beer Festival raised a substantial 
sum divided between the Sailing Club 
and the Youth Project. Thus changes in 
off-water events is ensuring continuiry 
for on-water ones, and also benefitting 
communiry projects. 

W hen asked, Brian Birr's comments 
on sailing conditions were rhar these 
had altered with a greater sil ting up 
of rhe estuary, and larger sandbanks 
restricting sailin g co urses. He is, of 
course, correct in commenting upon 
these estuary changes. In earlier issues 
of Keer to Kent (35 , 41 , 48, 66, 67) 
Ada Pringle wrote extens ively abou t 
changes in the channels, salrmarsh and 
shoreline, staring that these have been 
remarkable since rhe mid l 970's. 

I was interested to read on the internet 
char the bore is world famo us and char 
canoeists come to our AONB just to 
'surf on the bore' . There were several 
accounts of the thrills to be experienced 
on rhe white water of rhe high tides. 
Some of the photographs accompanying 
the accounts showed water quire 
unlike rhe calm of the day that Adam 
Donaldson took the one above. 

I found evidence, also on the internet, 
of changes in how the ride behaves 
around the pillers of the viaduct. One 
writer stated rhar in the early 90 's, a 
wave used to form below the first arch, 
bur in recent years ir does not appear 
to form as well. Whether there are real 
changes or nor (and perhaps someone 

might be able to inform us by email or 
letter), one thing is certain. This is nor 
an activiry fo r beginners. The change in 
lifeguard equipment, ie the addition of 
the jet ski, has proved useful in going to 
the rescue of canoeists caught unawares. 

A new feature, a lone kite surfer 

A group of people, many of whom 
appear to travel here for what rhe 
estuary can provide, are fishermen. I did 
read in my internet searches of one who 
reported in July this year of catches of 
plaice, flounders, eel, bass and sea trout. 

I have been unsuccessful in finding 
a local fisherman to tell me if fishing 
has changed over the past 25 years. If 
anyone can do so please write or email 
to fill this gap in my information. 

Some rime ago I took the photograph 
below of two fishermen on the pier who, 
although not enjoying a conversation, 
nevertheless appeared to enjoy basking 
in rhe sun whilst awaiting a tug on the 
line. Had I known then that I would 
be needing information about fishing I 
would have interrupted their peace. 

Sheila May 

Above and Beneath - unseen - but are they unchanged? 
We experience much of our world at 
ground level and are unlikely to have 

Taken by Thomas ugent (Creative 
Commons) on a Brussels bound flight 
from Prestwick. 

seen a view such as rhis of the Kent 
estuary. The viaduct is in the centre, a 
cloud just about to pass over it At this 
height presumably the picture would 
have looked much the same 25 years 
ago - or would it? Any comments? 

The picture shown right is a copy of 
a Bronze Age axe discovered (using a 
metal detector) in Gubbins Wood, near 
New Barns, in autumn 2000 . Being 
b uri ed and mad e of bronze, might 
it have appeared much di ffe rent had 
it been dug up in 1986 or in 2011 ? 
(Comments welcomed). 

A report of its find stated that it 
would have had a shaft attached (Keer 
to Kent, issues 44/45). Ian Henderson 
has had copies cast in bronze and these 
collectors items are available from him 
(£50) - email: 
i.henderson 108@brinterner.com 
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Twenty five years of walking in the AON B 
by Brian Evans Author of Walks in Silverdale and Arnside, artist and photographer 

le is interesting to look back at changes 
to the area since my first guide was 
published 25 years ago. Erosion of the 
sale marsh is the most obvious, but there 
are other changes affecting walkers. 

In 1986 a walk north along the shore 
from Silverdale started with a stroll 
across extensive sea-washed turf, grazed 
by numerous sheep. A distinct path led 
to the water's edge, threading around 
water filled pools. Retrospective views 
were of Arnside Knott rising above the 
low cliff line at the edge of the green 
sward. Nearing cliffs at Far Arnside was 
a woodland path. South along the shore 
was an easy stroll on turf, until the cliff 
top was gained just before Cow's Mouth. 
Now any walk along the shoreline is a 
rough scramble with extensive stretches 
impassable at high tide. 

Silverdale shore 1986 
Many paths were inadequately 

waymarked in 1986, the signs, stiles 
and gates often in poor condition. 
The work of the volunteers in 
improving maintenance is clear to see. 
You have only to walk in the popular 
neighbouring area of Hutton Roof 
Crags to see the difference. Here paths 
are overgrown by bracken and shrubs 
making them difficult to follow. 

In our AONB well-signed paths 
concentrate walkers onto a definite 
track, making it easier to follow. Before 
its inclusion in the Limestone Link Trail, 
the right-of-way over Hale Fell was a 
challenge in route finding, intricate and 
far from obvious, especially where it 
crossed a fine limestone pavement. 

Over the years, better access has 
opened up beautiful places for the 
walker to enjoy. When I first visited 

Jack Scout limekiln 1986 

Knotted tree 1986, partner long gone 

Trowbarrow Quarry for rock climbing, 
access was not legitimate and whilst the 
climbing was good, the quarry Boor was 
a bare dismal place. Now it is a lovely 
nature reserve, a jewel in the AONB, 
accessed by a permissive path along the 
intriguing mini-gorge of The Trough. 

Permissive paths have opened other 
parts of the area, particularly on Yealand 
Hall Allotment, whilst the linear nature 
reserve of Sandside Cutting is a fine 
inclusion on a walk. Gait Barrows has 
been a well loved area for naturalists 
for many years, but only recently has 
the general public enjoyed better access 
with two lovely short trails . 

In 1986 tracing the right-of-way 
through Dallam Park was guesswork, 
for the path was faint. Now we have 
waymarker posts and a fine stubby 
indicator cairn. Cairns also ease route 
finding in other parts of the AONB. 

Features seen have altered; derelict 
limekilns restored, Deepdale pool 
clearer. On Arnside Knott as a youngster 
I remember two knotted trees. In 1986 
one remained, tall but dead. Now a 
polished remnant reminds us of its 
former landmark status. 

Jack Scout limekiln now restored 

Remains of knotted trees 2010 

Car parking remains difficult, popular 
spots fill quickly. Bird watchers are 
served by better parking at Leighton 
Moss, and Warton quarry car park has 
eased the situation in that part of the 
AONB , but generally the situation is 
little changed from 1986. 

Chimney at Jenny Brown's point in 
1986. In 2011 the bridge has been 
demolished and erosion has taken 
much of the turf 

There have been changes to walking in 
the AONB, but the underlying qualities 
remain the same. The landscape 
of woods, meadows and limestone 
enhanced by the broad horizons of the 
bay and the wonderful Bora and fauna, 
are there for walkers to enjoy as always. 
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Accommodation, Food and Transport in the 
Arnside and Silverdale AONB 

WATERSLACK BARN 
SILVERDALE 

Comfortable First-Floor Holiday 
Apartment in Idyllic Setting 

Sleeps 2/3. 
Available all year 
No Smoking . No Pets 

Tel. Mrs A.Walker: 01204 593274 
or Mobile: 07731869506 

The Promenade, Arnside 
Offering quality bed & breakfast 

accommodation in a 100% non-smoking 
environment. A family-run establishment 
enjoying spectacular views over the Kent 

Estuary cowards rhe Lake District. 

www. rhewillowfield.co.uk 

e-mail: info@thewillowfield.co.uk 

For reservations 
or further informarion, 
please telephone Peter or 

Georgina on: 

01524 761354 

BRANTWOOD 
Private Hire 

4 - 8 SEATER$ 

PROMPT, RELIABLE SERVICE 

LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 

AIRPORT 

Telephone Arnside 
01524 762310 or 762280 

Mobiles 
07773 478058 07813 526066 

VVO£,:f' Jf011S'E COTT.'A.(j'ES 

The The 
Coach J-louse Cottage 

sleeps 2 - 8 
ground floorbedrooms 

ETC five-star 

/t 

sleeps 2 - 4 adults 

and 2 children 
ETC four-star 

Stunning views, 6eautifu«yfurnisfiec{ 

.'Avaua6[e weeffy 
or 2 nigfit minimum, out of season 

Denise Dow6iggin 

01524 701573 www.wo(fliousecottages.co.uli 

If you would like to 
advertise in 
Keer to Kent, 

please contact 
AONB Station Office 

(tel. 01524 761034) 
or 

Sheila May: 
mayauthor.k2k@tiscali.co.uk 

@tI'r.id!etoCf:f 
Bed and Brealcfast 

Knott Lane 

A rnside 

LA50AZ 
A stylish Edwardian house, set 

in an acre of landscaped gardens on a 
quiet lane leading to Arnside Knon. 

For further information visir: 

www.bridlewavbnb.com 

Or contact: 01524 761892 

<Brack.gntliwaite 
Cottages 

Four comfortable self-catering 
holiday cottages on a family 
farm in the heart of the AONB. 

Please contact: 
Susan Clarke 

Brackenthwaite Farm 
Yealand Redmayne 

Nr. Carnforth, LAS 9TE 
Tel: 015395 63276 

info@brackenthwaite.com 

www.brackenthwaite.com 

m'.be 
~ilberbale 
~otel 

Bar meals available 

lunchtime and evenings 

Bar open all day 7 days a week 

Function room available 

Shore Road 
Silverdale, 
via Carnforth 
Lanes, LA5 OTP 
Tel Silverdale 
01524 701206 

SILVER TAXIS 
01524 701400 

• Yo ur journey will be a 
comfortable, stress free and 
wholly pleasurable experience. 
• You can rely on our local 
and long distance taxi service 
being flexible, helpful and 
professional. 
• Available day and night. 

We look forward to helping 
you with your travel needs. 

... <.Rg{ax:,- It's ourp{easure ... 
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